
User

User Login to 
their account.

User fills out 
the form and 
hit “Submit” 
on the form.

Webpage gets redirected to 
the “Two Factor 

Authentication” Page. 

Submitting a 
form kicks off a 

WF with a 
Custom activity.  

Custom activity 
generates a 

alpha-numeric 
token that only 

lasts for 15 
minutes.

Custom activity 
also saves the 
value of the 

token for that 
particular 

Submissio_ID in 
the DB. 

Custom Activity 
does a DB lookup 
for that account 
and shoots out 
an email or text 
message or both 

to the user.

User

Process Flow for User

User enters the token and hits submit on the form.

Does Token 
matches from the 

on in DB?

Kicks off the WF for authentication.

Form saved as the authenticated 
copy and email is sent to the user 

saying the form has been 
submitted and authenticated.

Token does not match. (token 
value is either incorrect or the 
token is dead as user exceeded 

the time).

Emails user with the link to 2FA page 
(link will have submission ID embedded 
in the new Generated token as well, so 
that it will be utilized later by the WF 

when user hits submit)

Email also include a new 
token that expires in an 

hour.

Token Matched Token Does not match

User receives a new email with new Token and 
Link to activate the token and form submission.

TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION FOR LASERFICHE FORMS
(An alternative for e-signature) 

WF will Filter the Submission 
ID from the token.

WF Performs the DB lookup for that 
submission ID and matches it with 

the token present in the DB.

User Selects 
LF Forms.

The Token Generated will have Submission ID as a part of it. When user 
will enter the token, Regular Expression will filter the Submission ID from 
the token and it will compare it with the DB in the further process.
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